Our Mission

The mission of the International Society of Gynecological Pathologists is to promote the health of women by acquiring greater understanding of gynecologic diseases, improving the accuracy of pathologic diagnosis, and disseminating this knowledge throughout the world.
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Report of the Secretary
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Results of the ISGyP Elections for the Board of Directors

President elect– Blake Gilks

Members at large – Pei Hui
Lynn Hirschowitz

Our thanks to members at large rotating off the Board of Directors

Esther Oliva
Xavier Matias-Guiu-Guia

2015 Scully Award

To Lien Hoang for her recent paper in The International Journal of Gynecological Pathology.

Hoang LN, Ali RH, Lau S, Gilks CB, Lee, CH

www.isgyp.org
Let us know, or update, your email address at www.isgyp.org/contact
New members
Approved by the Board of Directors
in July and October 2014

PB Athanasius
Paul Downey
Amy Joehin-Price
Ricardo Lasra
Xiaolin Liu-Janin
Cheri Paquette
Margaret Assaad
Binara Assybekova
Mamta Gupta
Paul Stats
Susan Jeffus

NOMINATIONS FOR FULL MEMBERSHIP

NOMINEE PROPOSER

• John D. Anderson  Russell Vang
• Bruce A. Britton  Sanjay Logani
• Marco Antonio Franco Ferreira  Anaia Malpica
• Abha Goyal  Charles Biscotti
• Guangming Han  Matthew Cesari
• Tsu Yess (Joseph Lee)  Matthew Cesari

NOMINATIONS FOR FULL MEMBERSHIP (continued)

NOMINEE PROPOSER

• Sandra Lee  Martin Koebel
• Vanessa Obers  Nafisa Wilkinson
• Abby Richmond  Miriam Post
• Kruti Maniar  Russell Vang
• Richard Wong  Philip P.C. Ip

Report of the Treasurer

The International Journal of Gynecological Pathology

www.intjgynpathology.com
Report of the Journal Editor

Status report - Update on issues from 2013-4
1) collaboration with ASCP established following RFP
2) consultation with attorney regarding IRS status
3) financial transition to ASCP completed for bookkeeping and accounting
4) appointment of Dwayne Lawrence as Treasurer
5) recommendations for investment strategy obtained
6) audit conducted
   A) recommendations implemented
   B) updated bylaws

7) updated bylaws
8) creation of 7 new policies for COI, non-discrimination, record-keeping, WB, nominating committee,
9) finance committee activated
10) website transitioned to ASCP for member renewal
   A) updated membership lists
   B) delineated membership categories
11) relationships with other organizations, improving and ongoing (ASCP Gyn Com, ICCR, IGCS, FIGO, AJCC)
12) appointment of new editor of IJGP (Dr. Lora Hedrick-Ellenson)

Goals not completed
1) update of website content
2) creation of a list serve
3) full engagement of membership
4) symposium with members engaged in specimen handling and criteria for diagnosis (as per ISUP, 2012)
5) Creation of pro-active annual budget

13) establishment and activation of education committee
   A) recommended symposium topics and speakers for 2015
   B) addition of a second annual symposium at ASCP
14) transition activities of society to electronic basis
   A) nominations and balloting by email
   B) effort to engage society membership
      • survey of membership
      • occasional letter from the president (?periodic newsletter in the future)

Activities of the Board of Directors, March 21
• Approval of three bylaws related to nominations and elections, reimbursement of speaker expenses
• Creation of website design committee
• Committee to investigate an educational portal listserv for members to pose questions
• Half day session at USCAP 2016 with work groups to address specimen handling, sampling, criteria for endometrial carcinoma
ISGyP collaboration with ASCP

The potential for the membership of ISGyP to participate in an initiative to help with diagnosis and prevention of cancer in sub-Saharan African women with cervical lesions

Very early planning stages